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INTRODUCTION
Rainer Atzbach, Lars Meldgaard Sass Jensen, and Claus Frederik Sørensen

INTRODUCTION
This anthology is the first volume of the
new series “Castles of the North” published
by the Danish Castle Research Association
“Magt, Borg og Landskab” (Power, Castle,
and Landscape). This series will address
papers and other contributions about current
research questions concerning Danish
and Northern Castles from a European
perspective. The Association seeks to explore
all aspects of power, castle and landscape in
the medieval Realm of Denmark including
large parts of Northern Europe and specially
the Baltic. It unites castle researchers from
Denmark, Sweden, and Germany during the
seminar “Borgforskerforum” which is held
each year in the Scandinavian languages.
Moreover, the association is going to
organize an international conference every
second year. Its aim is to put the archaeology
and history of the castles in the former Danish
realm into a wider and international context,
since both Danish and Scandinavian history
can only be understood as the Northern part
of European culture in the Middle Ages and
the younger periods.

Previous page: Detail
from ‘St. George
fighting against the
dragon‘, mural in
Aarhus Cathedral
(photo: K. Atzbach).

This volume is the result of the first
international and interdisciplinary symposium
held at Nyborg Castle April 29th-30th 2013,
its topic was “Castles at War” in particular
during the period AD 1000–1660.
For the last 20 years, archaeological and
historic research has dealt with many aspects
of castles, their function as a noble family’s
seat, their role each as an administrative unit’s
centre, their relevance for trade, craft and
consumption, the geographical, typological,
and structural appearance of individual
castles, and last but not least the castles’
symbolic meaning.
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Beyond this, the oldest and most
prominent function of a castle has tended
to be neglected in scholarly discourse: its
strategic and tactical function as a military
stronghold that played a central role in the
political strategies of the ruling European
elite. Even as a threat of force, a castle had
the potential to structure a conflict or to
structure the rule of a region. This role of
castles in medieval warfare has long been
considered to be a topic primarily for a
narrow circle of specialists in military history
and archaeologists interested in loop-holes
and mining technique. However, the picture
has been changing, and both historians and
archaeologists have started to recognize the
critical relevance of strongholds, castles,
earthworks, and redoubts in warfare.
The symposium was supported by the
Danish Agency for Culture, Letterstedska
Föreningen, and the research programme
“Materials, Culture and Heritage” at the
School of Culture and Society, Aarhus
University. Scholars from Denmark,
Germany, Latvia, Norway, Poland, Sweden,
and the United Kingdom gathered to discuss
their approaches to archaeological and
historic sources with a focus on the political
and military aspects of Northern European
castles in medieval warfare. The symposium
was divided into sessions encompassing the
following general topics:
•
•
•

The role of castles in political strategy
Military aspects of castle construction
Siege as one of the most important
elements of medieval warfare.

This volume collects the contributions to
that symposium and two additional papers
by Jan Kock and Jesper Hjermind. Their

range encompasses “The role of castles in
political strategy” in the first part including
studies that explore the development of
fortifications in general. The second part,
“Castles during warfare and sieges”, presents
case studies about individual sieges, weapons,
instruments, and strategies of warfare during
the period under consideration. Here, a new
light is shed on the significant role of nondescript and unimposing earthworks being a
part of a besieger’s strategy to cut off a castle
under siege from communication and supply.

by an international group of specialists in
castle research. In alphabetical order, these
included Kirstin Eliasen, Nils Engberg,
Vivian Etting, Martin Hansson, Christofer
Herrmann, Carsten Jahnke, Anna-Elisabeth
Jensen, Vivi Jensen, Kerstin Söderlund,
Claus Frederik Sørensen, Olaf Wagener and
Dorthe Wille-Jørgensen. The process of
refereeing did not only reassure the scholarly
state of the art but also sought to stress the
Scandinavian dimension of papers.

We have to thank all authors for their
contribution and their constructive, engaged
and fruitful cooperation with our board of
referees in a process of open peer review.
Here, the editorial team was kindly supported

Finally, we have to express our deepest
gratitude to Her Majesty Queen Margrethe II´s
Archaeological Foundation, FarumgaardFonden, and Letterstedtska Föreningen for
their generous support that enabled the
prepress and production of this volume.

Nyborg and Aarhus, in summer 2015

Rainer Atzbach
Lars Meldgaard Sass Jensen
Claus Frederik Sørensen
On behalf of the editorial board
and the Danish Castle Research Association
”Magt, Borg og Landskab”
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PART II: CASTLES DURING WARFARE AND SIEGES

THE LEGEND OF HOT TAR OR PITCH AS A DEFENSIVE WEAPON
Rainer Atzbach

THE LEGEND OF HOT TAR OR PITCH AS A
DEFENSIVE WEAPON
Rainer Atzbach, Denmark

ABSTRACT
In popular culture and even in academic discourse surrounding castles, hot tar pitch has been depicted as a
widespread defensive weapon. The identification of ”machicoulis” (machicolations) as an architectural provision
for pouring down liquid tar pitch goes back to the early days of castle research. In reality, this way of fighting
can only be seen as a legend, i. e. a story with only a relative truth at its core. This paper will examine the
origin of this historical tradition and its archaeological and architectural sources. The chemical and physical
properties of tar pitch and its production and use during the Middle Ages will be discussed with special focus on
the application of tar pitch as an ingredient in medieval and post-medieval thermal weapons (especially Greek
Fire, the firebomb and the fire arrow). The punishment of tarring and feathering will also be considered. This
practice was known in England, parts of Scandinavia and in some parts of the USA right up until the 20th
century. The combination of these two completely separate lines of tradition will be considered as a possible root
of this popular legend about castles at war.

INTRODUCTION AND RESEARCH
HISTORY

Previous page:
Glimmingehus
Castle (photo:
Anders Lagerås,
Wikipedia 2015a).

The difference between legends and tales
is that the former are seen to contain an
element of truth whereas the latter are
regarded as traditional, but purely fictional
stories. In this sense, this paper seeks to
explore a true core within the popular idea
that hot tar pitch was used as a weapon
during the Middle Ages. Defenders pouring
hot tar pitch on attackers have been depicted
in many Hollywood movies, e. g. ”The
Hunchback of Notre Dame” (1956) and
”Braveheart” (1995). Today, this tactic is still
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present in digital war games with medieval
settings such as “Chivalry: Medieval Warfare”
(2012). Scenarists can even refer to scholarly
certification: in the online version of the
popular scientific journal ”Was ist was”,
which is aimed at schoolchildren, hot pitch
is poured through bretèches (Was ist was
2014). Also, the well-reputed Lexikon des
Mittelalters confirms in a dictionary entry that
hot tar pitch was a dreaded weapon used in the
defence of besieged towns and castles during
the Late Middle Ages (Hägemann 2000), as
does Koch’s textbook for architect students
(1993, 453). Consequently, it is not surprising
to find this appraisement in specific articles

about medieval warfare (Nossov 2012, 79) or
even the archaeology and history of tar itself
(Surminski 1997, 117).
The legend of hot tar as a defence weapon
is closely connected to projecting parts on
curtain walls and over gates designed to protect
the base of the wall against the placement of
a ladder or mining. Therefore, this paper will
also discuss the development of bretèches
and machicoulis with floor openings, which
enabled the defenders to either pour or throw
things onto attackers below. Although it might
be difficult to differentiate in individual cases,
neither projecting privies nor deep loopholes
will be treated.
Wood tar and pitch are comparatively
recent subjects of archaeological interest.
Research into them was initiated by highly
engaged staff at the open air museum
of Düppel in Berlin. In 1990, the first
conference on wood tar was held in Berlin at
Museum für Ur- und Frühgeschichte (Hänsel
1992). The perspective was broadened on an
international level in cooperation with the
Biskupin Museum (a department of the State
Archaeological Museum of Warsaw), where
the First International Symposium on Wood
Tar and Pitch was held in 1997 (Brzeziński
and Piotrowski 1997). Since then, Kurtzweil
and Todtenhaupt have written several papers
on the physical properties of tar and pitch
and their production in prehistoric and
historical periods (Todtenhaupt and Kurzweil
1991; 2002; 2007a and 2007b). The second
International Symposium on Wood Tar and
Pitch took place in Biskupin in 2012; the
conference papers are expected to be in press
soon.
It is not possible to give an overview of
the overwhelming research on sieges and
warfare that focuses on castles. Here, only
brief reference can be made to the most
important works of the last 120 years. Apart
from chapters in the classical books of
Schultz (1889 1st vol. 25; 2nd vol. 362–457),
Piper (1912, 356–64) and Schuchhardt
(1931, 302–344), the more recent handbooks
of Böhme et al. (1999, 236–255) and the

conference volume ”Die Burg” (Großmann
and Ottomeyer 2010) summed up the recent
research on the military aspects of castles
in Central Europe. Rikke Agnete Olsen’s
work (2011) on medieval castles in historic
Danmark – including Schleswig and Scania
– contributes with research on Southern
Scandinavia. Nossov’s book on siege warfare
is one of the recent publications on this field
(2012) with a broader European perspective.
Last but not least, Bitterli and Zeunes paper
(2015) is to be mentioned here.

TAR AND PITCH AS A RESOURCE
The oldest records of wood tar production
were made by Theophrast (371–287 BC)
and Plinius (24–79 AD) (Locher 1991). The
distillation itself has not changed significantly
since that time and in general can be divided
into autothermic and allothermic methods.
The first is used in more primitive tar
kilns without physical separation between
processed wood in the core and a casing of
burning wood. The second applies both to
the method of two stapled pots, which came
into use in the Slavonic areas during the 7th
century, and to more elaborate kilns, which
have been known since the 13th century.
Archaeological evidence is available for the
use of tar kilns in the Central European
region, especially in areas of pine forest,
between the 13th and 19th centuries, when
wood tar was substituted by cheaper coal tar
(Kurzweil and Todtenhaupt 2002, 192–194).
The result of the chemical process of
pyrolysis is tar, a liquid or semifluid substance
that consists of more than a thousand
carbonaceous compounds, amongst others,
aromatics, carbon hydrides, phenols and
acids. The pyrolysis requires a huge amount
of wood: 1000 kg of wood can be processed
to about 50–100 kg of tar – not including the
wood used as fuel! The tar itself can either be
used directly or be distilled further in a process
that expels the exhalable components, leaving
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Fig. 1. The Danish
Queen Christine’s
expenses for tar.
1 kross= 1 gros =
1 groat = 9 pence;
1 skilling = 1
shilling = 12 pence;
1 hvide = 1 white
= 4 pence.

the more or less solid precipitation that is
pitch (Kurzweil and Todtenhaupt 2002,
192) (Fig. 2). In effect, this chemical process
transforms tar into pitch by simply boiling it
down.
Sikorski suggests that hot tar is an excellent
combat chemical and suitable for pouring
on attackers because of its central physical
properties: a high heat capacity, adhesiveness
and low surface pressure, which enables hot
tar to suddenly drench cloth and tissues. As
a result, attackers would suffer severe burns
and dangerous intoxication, especially by the
phenol components of tar (Sikorski 1997, 238).
Basically, tar can be used as glue, a colouring
agent, caulking – especially for ships and other
waterlogged wooden parts – or as a remedy
for skin diseases. Pitch has been used for
centuries as a lubricant for moveable wooden
parts. Archaeological evidence of the use of
tar in Europe goes back deep into history,
to the Palaeolithic (Voß 2003; Brzeziński
and Piotrowski 1997 with examples). Hence,
tar and pitch were valuable resources also
during the Middle Ages; the most important
application was certainly the caulking of
ships and boats, but also of barrels and other
wooden vessels because of the antifungal
and insecticide properties of tar and pitch
(Lutomski 1997). Pitch has widely been
used as grease, especially for chariot axes
(Todthenhaupt and Kurzweil 1991). As usual,
it is quite difficult to estimate the medieval
price of tar. In the case of Denmark, Queen

Christine’s housekeeping accounts record
nine purchases of ”tyære” during a trip in
1504 and 1506 (Fig. 1, Christensen 1904).
Some expenses are explicitly linked to the
chariot driver or horse equipment, listed in
the vicinity of expenses for accommodation
and meals. Evidently, the ”tar” is used as
grease for the chariot axis on the queen’s
travels between 19 March and 22 April;
consequently, the substance is to be regarded
as pitch. The prices given in different coins
vary between 1 shilling in Lubeck currency,
2 shillings (but here including a tack), 3 and
4 groats (but in these cases, including fat),
2 whites and 10 pence. Converting all these
prices into pence (on the basis of Jensen and
Skoldager 2014) gives a rough average price
of about 10–12 pence or about 1 shilling a
greasing. In the same year, Queen Christine
paid four shillings each for two pairs of shoes
given to two servants (Christensen 1904, 63,
66). In other words: the amount of pitch
used for four greasings of a chariot on a trip
roughly equalled the price of one average
pair of shoes. Taking into consideration that
this amount is used only for the periodic
maintenance of generally well-greased
axes, we can conclude that a barrel of pitch
represented quite a valuable good.

Date

Purchase

Price

Receiver

19 March 1504
1 April 1504
11 April 1504
13 April 1504
17 April 1504
22 April 1504
23 April 1504
3 April 1506
12 May1506

Tar and a tack
Tar
Tar and fat
Tar and fat
Tar
Tar
Tar
Tar
Tar

2 skilling
1 skilling Lubeck
4 krosser
3 krosser
10 penninge
1 skilling Lubeck
1 skilling Lubeck
2 hvide
4 skilling

Chariot driver
Abbot of Reinfeld
Abbot of Reinfeld
Abbot of Reinfeld
(chariot) driver
Close to Neumünster
(chariot) driver
Knut Trane
Jens Løg
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Source
(Christensen 1904)
156
50
55
57
61
66
67
317
235

Fig. 2. The “Pitch
Drop Experiment”
at the University
of Queensland
demonstrates the
extremely low viscosity
of pitch: It takes
several years to
form a single drop
(photo: J. Mainstone,
Wikipedia 2015c).

TAR AND PITCH AS A THERMAL
WEAPON
Since antiquity, the defenders of a besieged
town seized every opportunity to prevent
attackers from climbing the walls. Apart from
regular weapons such as arrows and spears,
any heavy object was considered suitable to
be cast down – and in times of need, it was
only a short step from stones to vessels and
to everything that could be heated or boiled
in them: In 332 BC, the distressed defenders
of Tyre threw fervent sand on the attacking
troops of Alexander the Great. The sand
went through their armoury and burned their
eyes and lungs like gas. Again, this was an
extraordinary weapon and a last-ditch effort
to prevent the capture of the town after
seven months of siege (Vogel 1890, liber IV,
cap. III, 40). In 67 AD, Josephus Flavius
was commander of the besieged castle of
Jotapata in Palestine; he reports in his book
The Jewish War on how boiling oil was cast
over the attacking Romans as a last resort,
driven by sheer desperation (Clementz 1900,
libr. III, cap. 7, 339).
There are only a few medieval sources that
explicitly mention tar or pitch being poured
on attackers. Jan Długosz wrote his Annales
seu Cronicae incliti Regni Polonia between 1458
and his death in 1480 (Dabrowski 1961–
1985). His chronicle describes, amongst
other things, the use of wood pitch twice as
a thermal weapon and three times as being
poured on enemies storming a fortification
(Sikorski 1997): Długosz reports that when
Boleslaus III Wrymouth took the castle of
Białogard during the Pommeranian War in
1102, its defenders poured boiling water and
boiling tar on his troops (Dabrowski 1961–
1985, book IV, 275). An older source, Gallus
Anonymus’ Cronica et gesta ducum sive principum
Polonorum, which was written before 1114/15
and is therefore much closer to the historic
event, only mentions that Boleslaus violenter ac
mirabiliter urbem…expugnavit (= took the town
violently and miraculously, Knoll and Schaer

2008, 158). According to Długosz’s chronicle,
Emperor Henry V’s troops sieged the town of
Glogow without success in 1109; the defenders
poured hot water and pitch on the assailants
climbing the walls (Dabrowski 1961–1985,
book IV, 203). Again, Gallus Anonymus’ older
chronicle only reports ironically that the Poles
ignem comburentem aquamque ferventem pro balneo
temperabant, i. e. mixed burning fire and boiling
water into a bath for the attackers (Knoll and
Schaer 2008, book III, 238). In 1113, Boleslaus
besieged the town of Naklo. He brought siege
engines, but the defenders lardum lignaque picea
parant, quibus ….illam comburant (=prepared
grease and ’pitch wood’, by means of which
… they burnt these [engines], Knoll and
Schaer 2008, 284).
In every single case where the use of hot
pitch is reported, a closer look into the written
sources is necessary. The siege of Neuss
during the wars of Burgundy in 1474/75 was
originally described in Christian Wierstraad’s
chronicle, an incunabulum printed in 1476.
The original phrase Want so bald van noeden
groit die stormklock wart geslaegen, sach man dye
frauwen ind iomferen sych zor noitwer stellen. Si
droegen an calck wasser ind steyn op bolwerck ind
op wellen, i. e. in time of need when the alarm
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bell was rung, one saw women and virgins at
their posts. They bore quicklime and stone
onto the ramparts and walls (Wierstraad
1476, line 616–618). More recently, the story
has been expanded to note that women also
bore “boiling pitch” onto the walls (Metzdorf
2006, 176).
In Peder Hansen Resen’s Atlas Danicus
presenting the Isle of Møn, the use of hot
pitch is described as a defense weapon on
the walls of the town Stege. This part of the
underlying manuscript was written by Hans
Jensen Viborg (1618–1682) who has been
provost in Stege since 1655 (Hertig 1990:
XVII). He reports an attack of the Lubecker
fleet on the Isle of Møn on the 1 June
1510. The Danish commander Anders Bille
“permagnam Aqua ferventis Coniam Picisque Calci
permixta in promtu habere circa Moenia Oppidamos
imperat, ut eam […] in hostem Hostiumque Capita
profunderet” (Hertig 1990, fol. 13). The use of
a mixture of boiling water, pitch and ”Calcus”
– probably quicklime – does not make any
sense and sounds rather like a scholarly
collection of thermal defense weapons. The
fact, that the Lubecker commander climbing
the town wall ”Aqua et Pice fervente conspersus
est, ut iis suffocatus” (Hertig 1990, fol. 14) is
to be seen as a similar hendiadys of the 17th
century describing a late medieval incident.
More reliable accounts are available of the
use of tar as a thermal weapon. Especially the
crusades provide a broad range of written
sources on warfare with detailed descriptions
of medieval battles and weapons used. In the
second half of the 7th century, the so-called
Greek Fire was invented in the Byzantine
Empire. Its secret was kept for centuries
while it became a decisive weapon in many
naval battles between Christians and Saracens,
but also in the defence of the walls of
Constantinople. According to the Itinerarium
regis Ricardi, which was written in the early
13th century and reports a naval battle in
1190, Greek Fire was a highly inflammable
oily liquid extruded from iron tubes that
set fire to hostile ships and could not be
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extinguished by water …oleo incendiario, quod
ignem Græcum vulgo nominant, tabulata succendunt.
Ignis iste… silices et ferrum consumit: et cum aquis
vinci nequeat (Stubbs 1864, libr. I. cap. XXXIV,
81). Obviously, the liquid started to burn
even without being ignited when its container
was broken, as a Saracen experienced when
he was pushed from his horse and thereby
smashed a bottle of Greek Fire that severely
and inextinguishably burned his genitals:
Quem ex nostris miles quidam ex …equo dejecit,
et casu confracta, qua ignem Græcum gestabat
ampulla, eodem igne succensa sunt ejusdem Turci
membra genitalia cum verendis partibus reliquis,
liquore scilicet inextinguibili (Stubbs 1864, libr. I,
cap. LIV, 105).
It has been under discussion whether the
central component in Greek Fire was nitre or
caustic lime; the latter has been accepted as
the more plausible ingredient in more recent
research (Gabriel 2000; Pan 1987; Pászthory
1986; Haldon and Byrne 1970). It is unclear
whether tar was part of this inflammable
mixture. Between the middle of 13th century
and the 14th century, an unknown author
introducing himself as Marcus Graecus
compiled the Liber ignium ad comburendos
hostes, which contains 35 recipes, amongst
them, a recipe for Greek Fire composed of
sulphur, resin, pitch (”alkitran”= al quitran,
pix liquidus) and petroleum (La Porte Du
Theil 1804, 11; Partington 1960, 42–48).
Pitch is moreover mentioned here as an
ingredient of several burning substances, for
example, as a part of two kinds of fire that
were invented by Aristoteles, which allegedly
could burn for a year, and as a component
of an inextinguishable fire (Partington 1960,
46–48). Although a modern critical edition of
the Marcus Graecus text is still missing, it is
worth stressing that neither hot tar nor pitch is
simply poured over enemies; obviously, it was
much more efficient to use these substances
as components of thermal weapons.
There are several records from Late
Antiquity that testify to ”pitch” or tar being
part of inflammable projectiles: an early
source is represented by a compilation

innocently titled Mappae clavicula, i. e. the
small key to the art of painting. This
compilation was written in the 10th century
and is preserved in several manuscripts.
It gathers recipes not only for pigments
and colours useful for the art of painting,
but also for chemical weapons. Linguistic
analysis has shown that it is based on Late
Antique texts (Halleux and Meyvaert 1987).
Pix condita, which refers without doubt to
pitch, is mentioned explicitly as a component
of sagitta quæ ignem emittit, i. e. arrows that
emit fire (Philipps 1847, cap. CCLXVI,
237), of rapidissimo compositione, i. e. a highly
inflammable mixture (Phillipps 1847, cap.
CCLXIX, 237), of compositio naptae, i. e. the
composition of naphtha (Phillipps 1847, cap.
CCLXXIII, 238) and of compositio terebinthini,
i. e. the composition of turpentine (Phillipps
1847, cap. CCLXXIV, 238). Moreover, an
individual chapter deals with confectio picis, i. e.
the fabrication of pitch (Phillipps 1847, cap.
CCLXXV, 238).
During the siege of Jerusalem in the First
Crusade in 1099, Raymond de Agiles reported
that the Christians proximarent cum machinis ad
muros, non solum lapides et sagittae, verumetiam
ligna et stipula proiiciebantur et super hæc ignis;
et mallei lignei involuti pice, et cera, et sulphure et
stupa et panniculis igne succensis proiiciebantur in
machinas (quotation after Partington 1960,
23, original in Raimundi de Aguliers 1866).
Obviously, ”pitch” was not poured directly,
but timbers enwrapped in “pitch” were
ignited and thrown on the attackers in order
to burn them and their machines.
Aegidius Romanus describes the use of
incendiary grenades during a naval battle
in his mirror for princes for King Philipp
le Beau of France in 1280. These grenades
consisted of wrapped crocks filled with pitch,
sulphur, resin and oil. They were ignited and
projected onto the enemy’s ships during a sea
battle: Expedit enim eis habere multa vasa plena
pice, sulphure, rasina [et] oleo, quae omnia sunt com
stupa convoluenda. Haec enim vasa sic repleta sunt
succedenda & proiicienda ad navem hostium. Ex

qua proiectione vas frangitur & illud incendarium
comburitur: et succendit navem (Aegidius
Romanus 1489, lib. III, pars III, cap. XXIII;
Zumkeller 2000).
The knowledge of pitch as a component
of thermal weapons is also documented
in late medieval sources. For example, the
Büchsenmeister Johannes Bengedans wrote
a treatise of war technique in about 1450
using an older master copy of a text from
about 1420. He had worked previously as
an armourer of the Teutonic Order and for
the Danish King Christian III of Bavaria.
The manuscript might be regarded either as
an application to be on duty again for the
Teutonic Order under its new grandmaster
Ludwig von Erlichshausen or simply as an
instructive compendium (Blosen and Olsen
2006a, 15; Großmann 2010). Bengedans
describes how to make a phil der nacht, i. e.
a night arrow, a burning arrow, not without
a sense of humour: “You will appreciate
this arrow (…), the one who receives it,
will earn displeasure, because it will put him
into a rather flamy mood. Whoever had this
guest will wish never to have met him (…)“
with the ingredients (black)powder, ”Greek
pitch“, amber, linseed oil and petroleum.
”Form a lump and put it in a small bag filled
with powder. Prick the arrow through the
bag and carefully wrap it with strings. Dip
the arrow into a mixture of sulphur and
pitch. You can use this arrow within four
months” (Blosen and Olsen 2006b, cap.
XXXIX, 42r–43r, 53–54). Similar recipes
are state of the art in late medieval Kriegsund Feuerwerksbücher, e. g. in the Buch von
der Büchsenmeisterei written in 1462/63
(Baumeister 2010). Several late medieval
burning arrows for bows and crossbows are
preserved in European collections, although
we lack analyses of their components
(Schewe 2010).
In the post-medieval period, pitch
and tar were widely known components
of inflammable weapons and even of
early rockets used in war, as described
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Fig. 3. The
Silivrikapı port (Gate
of the Spring) in the
Theodosianic wall
of Constantinople
shows a bretèche
upon the gate. It is
doubtful, whether the
bretèche belongs to the
oldest period or is a
product of a younger
rebuilding (photo:
Wikipedia 2015b).
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in Siemienowicz’ Artis Magnae Artilleriae
(Siemienowicz 1650).

FORTIFICATION FEATURES:
MACHICOULIS AND BRETÈCHES
The pouring of hot tar over enemies is
connected to architectural fittings. The oldest
description of machicoulis can be traced
back to Viollet le Duc (1814–79). He was the
first to identify projecting battlements on the
top of curtain walls and explicitly recognise
the possibility of pouring down something
through their floor openings (Viollet-le-Duc
1854, IV, 374 and VI, 196). In contrast to
the machicoulis, which cover longer parts
of the castle wall, a bretèche is a punctual
device constructed above endangered points,
especially above ports and gates. Violletle-Duc called these openings moucharabi.
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Alwin Schultz introduced this function into
the German research as Pechnase, pitch jetty
(Schultz 1889, 1st vol. 25).
There is no denying that – beyond the
discussion of the substances cast through
them - both architectural structures existed as
part of medieval and post-medieval castles. A
closer view of the preserved castles reveals
a more differentiated development. Single
bretèches are documented on the gates of
Byzantine fortresses and in the land wall of
Constantinople erected during the 5th century,
where parts of the battlement project onto
stone consoles, e. g. upon the Silivrikapı gate
in the Theodosianic wall (Fig. 3) (AsutayEffenberger 2007, 73, Abb. 12), but we lack
reliable building archaeological evidence for
their dates.
Piper has given an overwhelming
survey of the different types of single or
grouped bretèches and machicolations in

On Danish castles, only few traces of
bretèches and no machicoulis are preserved
due to the wide destruction of gates
and curtain walls. The most important
example is the bretèche over the entrance
of Glimmingehus Castle in South Scania
(Fig. 4), which was built by Jens Holgersen
Ulfstand in about 1500 (Olsen 2011, 181–
182, 278): projecting on two consoles from
the gun emplacement on the loft, a small
half-timbered construction with a separate
roof and an opening in the floor protects
the one and only gate. In addition, Carl
Martin Smidt and Lars Meldgaard Sass
Jensen have proposed the reconstruction of
a broader bretèche on wooden beams over
the Southern gate of Vordingborg Castle

Fig. 4. Glimmingehus
Castle. Upon the gate
a bretèche is situated
(photo: Janne Klerk,
Olsen 2011, 181).
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Central Europe (Piper 1912, 356–379), but
it is difficult to pinpoint the dates of his
examples, as the bulk of them lack reliable
dendrochronological data. Nevertheless
bretèches are comparatively seldom before
the end of the 13th century (Zeune 1999,
251). Machicolations are an even younger
development (Bitterli and Zeune 2015). The
excellent state of research on one of the
most important castle buildings, the Krak des
Chevaliers castle, which is situated in Syria,
provides a key for the dating. The Easter
main gate (gate no. 4) into the inner castle
belongs to the oldest period of the upright
standing castle, which was rebuilt after an
earthquake in 1170 and before the mid-13th
century. This port is secured by chutes of
bretèches that are integrated in the upper
wall of the gate house (Zimmer et al. 2010,
249–254, Abb. 5.19; Biller et al. 2013, 240). In
contrast to this gate, the curtain walls did not
bear any bretèches or machicolations in this
period. During the second half of the 13th
century (Radt 2006) or after the conquest of
the castle by Sultan Baibar in 1271 (Zimmer et
al. 2010, 286–291, 301), intensive rebuilding
took place: large parts of the curtain walls
were heightened and topped with either a
parapet walk with continuous machicolations
or a row of bretèches.
In Italy, France and Great Britain, the use
of machicolations on curtain walls has been
known since the late 13th century, even if the
dates of the single examples might be doubtful
(Castel Nuovo, Naples, since the 2nd half of
the 13th century, Großmann 2005, 113; the
keep of Este Castle, 14th century, Großmann
2005, 155; Bellinzona Castle, 1462–1490,
Großmann 2005, 171; Tour Philippe le Bel,
Villeneuve-les-Avignon, France, 14th century,
Großmann 2005, 200; Bodiam Castle,
Sussex, since 1385, Großmann 2005, 228).
In Germany, there are only a few examples
of machicolations; an outstanding early one
is the keep of Boppard Castle, which was
probably built by King Richard of Cornwall
in 1265 (d) (Lorenz 2005).

(Vandporten), which was constructed in the
1360s. The outer bailey of Hammershus
Castle on Bornholm is opened by the sally port
Havport, which has an older, but secondarily
closed opening over the entrance as part of
the port construction. This younger part of
Hammershus was built after the inner castle
in the 13th century and before 1526/76; most
likely the outer bailey was fortified during the
first half (?) of the 14th century (Smidt 1939,
38–41; Wille-Jørgensen 2014, 223; Etting
2010, 126–127). The interpretation of this
opening as a breteche has meanwhile been
rejected, it also could be seen as a part of the
gate construction (Vesth 1997, 91).
During the 14th century, machicolations
were known throughout Europe, but the
use of both machicolations and bretèches
declined parallel to the spread of hand
firearms in the 15th and 16th centuries. The
advantage of defending a castle by means
of gravity simply turned into a disadvantage
when attackers became able to fire directly
at their enemies through these wall openings
(Zeune 1999; Losse 2013, 105).

TARRING AND FEATHERING
The use of hot tar against men is also
associated with the penalty of tarring and
feathering, which is based upon the extreme
adhesion of tar. Feathers applied to human
skin with tar are hard to remove and mark the
affected person for a long time. The earliest
documentation of this penalty of shame is
Richard the Lionheart’s law for his crusading
fleet, passed in June 1190 close to Chinon
and inserted into Roger of Howden’s Gesta
Regis Ricardi, which was written in the decades
before his death in 1201/02 (Corner 1983):
Latro …tondeatur, et pix bulliens super caput ejus
effundatur et pluma pulvinaris super caput ejus
excutiatur ad cognoscendum eum et in prima terra,
quo naves applicerint, projiciatur (Stubbs 1867,
110), i. e. a robber shall be shaven; then
boiling pitch shall be poured upon his head,
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and the feathers of cushions shook over it in
order to mark him. He is to be put ashore in
the first harbour the fleet reaches.
In the Holy Roman Empire, Denmark,
and Sweden, tarring and feathering seems to
have been unknown. The fairy tale of Mother
Hulda was originally told in the Northern
Hesse region around the Hohe Meißner,
where the mighty witch Hulda pours gold
over the busy sister and ”pitch” over the
idle sister (Rölleke 2004, 206; Rölleke 2012,
KHM 24).
In Norway’s oldest town law, King
Magnus VI’s town law Bjarkøyret from 1276,
a paragraph subjects a thief who has stolen
more than one ørtog (1 ørtog = 10 pence,
24 ertog = 1 mark) on a merchant vessel
to tarring and feathering. His head shall be
shaven and greased with tar and feathers;
thereafter he is forced to run the gauntlet
(Robberstad 1923, § 168).
In the post-medieval period, this penalty
was primarily connected to the AngloSaxon legal tradition, where it was practised
as vigilante justice. American colonists and
even free blacks began practising tarring and
feathering in the 1770s, mostly as a means of
stating and defending their moral principles
and their opposition to British rule and taxes
(Levy 2011). After independence, in the
Southern part of USA, whites used to tar
and feather accused or even suspected black
criminals or abolitionists. In the Northern
states, anti-abolitionists and defenders
of slavery tried to tar and feather their
opponents until the early 19th century. A late
victim was the black Thomas Paul Smith,
who was tarred and feathered by fellow AfroAmerican citizens because of his resistance
to the end of segregated schools in Boston in
1851 (Moss 2007; Irvin 2003).
Even during the 20th century tarring and
feathering was practised, with a few cases
being documented by courts. John Meints
was tarred and feathered in Minnesota during
World War I for not supporting war bond
drives in 1919 (Star Tribune 1919; U.S. District

Court for the Second (Mankato) Division of
the District of Minnesota, National Archives
Identifier 283631). Since the 19th century, the
older wood tar was replaced by coal tar, which
was easier to handle because of its lower
boiling point at about 80–150º C. Probably,
the technical properties and disposability of
coal tar contributed to the rise in tarring and
feathering as a public humiliation during the
last 200 years of its use.

DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSIONS
The practice of pouring hot tar – commonly
called pitch in the literature – on castle

attackers is difficult to prove on the basis
of written and archaeological sources. The
boiling point is about 200º C. On the one hand,
an enormous amount of energy is needed to
keep it boiling. On the other hand, it is not
possible to keep a receptacle of tar boiling
over a longer period without producing more
and more pitch – which simply cannot be
poured down on attacking enemies because
of its semifluid nature. As a consequence,
any provision of hot tar should have been in
place close to the bretèche or machicolation,
i. e. more or less directly on the battlement
parapet. It is quite impossible to imagine
such an intricate installation, which would
also have been dangerous for the defenders,
in the path of troops moving to and from the
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Fig. 5. The siege
of Aubenton
(1340 AD)(Jean
Froissart, Chroniques
de la France (1470–
1475), Bibliothèque
Nationale de
France, Français
2643, fol. 60).
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and marital beds (Fig. 5, 6) as an ultima ratio.
It is easy to imagine that in such a desperate
situation even a bowl of hot tar – or pitch –
may have been thrown down on the attackers
if it happened to have been at hand though
we lack reliable archaeological evidence for
this use apart from one single context: At
Windegg Castle in Schwertberg, Austria, a
clump of pitch was excavated by a group of
volunteers on the inner side of the curtain
wall; sadly an account of this find has not yet
been published.

Fig. 6. In case of
need, everything was
casted down from the
walls, even vessels
and the marital bed.
Picture after Jean
Froissart, Chroniques
de la France (1470–
1475), Bibliothèque
Nationale de
France, Français
2643, fol. 60, Siège
d’Aubenton (1340
AD) (drawing:
K. Atzbach).

focal point of a battle at the endangered port.
Nevertheless, there is some written evidence
of this use, e. g. in Jan Długosz’ chronicle.
Yet, in each individual case, careful criticism
of the source is needed as a remarkable
tendency to tell this exciting story has been
apparent since the late Middle Ages: the
later a description of a siege has been made,
the greater seems to be the probability that
hot tar is mentioned. There is no denying
that tar has been a valuable resource that
was used not only as glue, waterproofing,
grease or a remedy, but also as an ingredient
in thermal weapons such as combustible
arrows, grenades or possibly Greek Fire. The
architectural fittings for ’vertical defence’
– which range from single bretèches over
ports to complex machicolations – maybe
have been known since antiquity. During the
second half of the 13th century, they certainly
became a part of Oriental and Central
European castle armouring. The widespread
construction of machicolations on the top of
the walls can be seen during the 14th century,
declining with the rise of handguns in the
15th century. These provisions were suitable
for any kind of object or liquid to be thrown
or poured down in case of need: there is a
wealth of written and pictorial evidence that
a castle under a storm attack was defended
by all means, even by casting down vessels
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Perhaps the tradition of tarring and
feathering as a penalty of shame, which was
practised until the 20th century (or longer?),
might have fostered the tale of hot tar as a
defence weapon last but not least in popular
culture. From an archaeological point of
view, it must be regarded as a classical
legend, certainly not be taken literally but still
containing some element of truth.
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